
 
Present Simple with HAVE GOT 

positive form 

 1. My dad .............................  two cars. 

2. We ............................. a very modern printer in our office.

3. They ............................ a wonderful life.

4. Tom ............................. a lot of work.

5. He .............................  a great job.

6. We ............................. a great daughter.

7. The students ............................. old books.

8. You ............................. a beautiful smile.

9. Uncle Tom ............................. some problems at work.

10. Eva .............................  some extra dance lessons in the evening.

11. Tim ............................. a spacious living room in his old house.

12. Natalie's sister ............................. lovely dogs.

13. My new house ............................. a great garden.

14. They ............................. a lot of applications on their phones.

15. My husband ............................. a mustache.

16. His girlfriend ............................. long straight hair.

17.  I ............................. a big family.

18. Mark ............................. his own room.

19. I ............................. a great application to edit photos.

20. Kate`s sisters ............................. blond hair and blue eyes. 
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 1. My dad has got  two cars. 
2. We have got a very modern printer in our office.
3. They have got a wonderful life.
4. Tom has got a lot of work.
5. He has got  a great job.
6. We have got a great daughter.
7. The students have got old books.
8. You have got a beautiful smile.
9. Uncle Tom has got some problems at work.
10. Eva has got  some extra dance lessons in the evening.
11. Timhas got a spacious living room in his old house.
12. Natalie's sister has got lovely dogs.
13. My new house has got a great garden.
14. They have got a lot of applications on their phones.
15. My husband has got a mustache.
16. His girlfriend has got long straight hair.
17.  I have got a big family.
18. Mark has got his own room.
19. I have got a great application to edit photos.
20. Kate`s sisters have got blond hair and blue eyes. 
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